1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

We often found so many murder cases in Indonesia and also around the world. It happened because the suspect had already planned it at first. That kind of murder is called planning murder, by plan the place and how to get the victim. Some suspect did it by terrorize the victim. Terror and murder often happens at the same time. This kind of cases often happen and always ends with death. We also can find this kind of cases in the novel “Gone Girl”. Even though there are some weird plans that the woman has made but it did not end with murdering or death. The suspect in this novel just want to make the victim feels regret and guilty by giving some clues and create some weird plans.

The writer interested to analysis a novel titled “Gone Girl” by Gillian Flynn. This novel tells about a woman named Amy Elliot Dunne who is kid book writer which famous under the title “Amazing Amy?”. Amy had been married for 5 years with her husband named Nick Dunne. On their 5th anniversary, Amy has gone. Before she had gone, Amy had already prepared some weird plans and clues for her husband. Amy prepared all those things for more than a year and she just want to make Nick feels guilty and regret. The writer will analyze how Amy did her weird plans in the novel “Gone Girl” by Gillian Flynn.

Novel is human literature creation. Novel does not, however, present a documentary picture of life. Kennedy (1991: 203) says that novel is a book length story in prose, whose author try to create sense while we read, we experience actual life. The novel is a picture of real life and manner time when it was written.
In fiction novel, the readers can know more about the characters. By this description, the readers will know about characters are categorized as a main characters and peripheral characters. Characters is one part which very important in a story. Character make the story become real and interesting. We can understand about the way of story in a novel. Without character, the novel is nothing.

To understand a novel, we must be able to know the elements of prose, such as setting, plot, theme, characterization etc. and we need the ability to identifying the element of novel if we want to analyze a novel. The writer use the work of the library method that is by collecting data from books in the library and also search the information from internet, such as data are collected, sorted, and summarized. The writer also uses intrinsic approach by Wellek and Warren (1994:24) which is the approach taken the data from text itself.

1.2 Problem of the Study

The problem of the study are

1) What kind of screwy plansAmy do in real life?
2) How the story of fantasy Amy in diary?

1.3 Scope of the Study

The writer would like to analyze Amy’s screwy plans and ideas (through what she will do and the descriptions) of the Amy’s screwy in novel *Gone Girl*.
1.4 **Purpose of the Study**

The purposes of study are:

1) The purpose of study is to explain 9 fact’s from 152 Amy’s Diary about the plans of Amy screwy.

2) Then, the writer also hopes this paper can make we understand about the story especially about the plans of Amy in *Gone Girl* novel

1.5 **Method of Study**

In writing this paper, the writer collected some research methods, the writer uses the library method that by is collecting data from books in the library and also search the information from internet.

The writer has two steps in writing this paper. First, the writer read the novel *Gone Girl* several times to make her understand about the story. Then, the writer selected to find the screwy of Amy in *Gone Girl*’s Novel. The last, the writer browsed data from internet to look for the compliment sources and also to know the biography of the writer, and then the writer made interpretation and analysis before coming to the conclusions about it.

1.6 **Reason for Choosing the Topic**

The writer has chosen Gillian Flynn’s novel Gone Girl as the subject of this paper. The writer is interested in the main character and minor characters in this novel, especially the main character Amy who has many screwy things that make people especially her husband feels regret.